Pawan wants BJP to step in to defuse ‘Capital tensions’

Pawan Kalyan said the onus was on all the parties to sit together and discuss the problems being faced by the farmers who pooled their land.

Access to the Internet is a fundamental right: SC

Access to the Internet is a fundamental right under Article 19 of the Constitution, the Supreme Court said in a non-matter ruling in a 99-page judgment in a Public Interest Litigation in the Uttarakhand High Court. The bench had held that the Centre’s decision to withdraw internet services in Jammu and Kashmir was unconstitutional.

Prime Minister on two-day Kolkata visit from today

Gopinath Gajapati Narayanextras: Pawan Kalyan wants the BJP to step in to defuse the Capital tensions. He is scheduled to visit the capital region on January 13 and 14.

India, US making ‘very good progress’ on trade

President Donald Trump and Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi agreed on January 7 to develop a broader trade relationship between the two countries.

JNU VIOLENCE

Police release pics of 9 attackers, say Ashis a suspect

The police on Thursday released pictures of nine individuals suspected of involvement in the violence at Jawaharlal Nehru University. Ashish Roy was named in the charge sheet.

ANALYSIS

DOMESTIC CAR SALES DECLINE 8.4% IN DEC; PRODUCTION DOWN 12.5%

A total of 1,334,799 units of passenger car sales was recorded in the domestic market, a dip of 4% from 1,381,192 units sold in December 2017. The total production of passenger car was recorded at 1,582,944 units in December 2018, a decrease of 12.5% from 1,801,188 units produced in December 2017.
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The rally is set to take a round of the Birla Planetarium, Banerjee. With posters and placards in hand, the Locket Chatterjee and the party’s general secretary Raju incidents of rape” in the state. The rally, which commenced from Banerjee, was for the betterment of the party and the country.

WB BJP takes out rally against ‘worsening law and order’

For the first time since taking over as Amit Shah’s successor, YSR Congress Party president Jaganmohan Reddy appeared before a judicial magistrate in Visakhapatnam on Friday. The CBI Court on Friday took up the hearing of the special flight from New Delhi to Visakhapatnam.
30% jump in cybercrime rate state: NCRB

The number of cybercrime offences in the State increased by 30 per cent in 2018 when compared with the previous year. This was revealed in the report of the crime data analysis of the country released by the National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB). The NCRB study covered cybercrime cases reported from 2,375 police stations across the country.

In 2017, the State had reported 2,754 cybercrime cases registered between 2015 and 2018. But, in 2018, 2,754 cybercrime cases were reported.

Andhra Pradesh stood fifth in the country in reported cybercrime cases.

Raja Kumar, the data revealed that more than half of the incidents in 2018 were due to fraud (financial crimes), followed by sexual exploitation with 32 cases, extortion (45) andlovemaking (45). A senior police officer said the AP's cybersecurity wing, S

Delegation of a three-day exercise or Processors' Organisation of Today in VR

‘HR plays a vital role in corporate turnarounds’

YR Reddy, former Director (HRD), Vizag Steel Plant, highlighted the crucial role of HR in achieving the turnaround of a large public sector enterprise.

He acknowledged the great leadership and vision of T Pradeep, former Director (HRD), Vizag Steel Plant, who ‘appealed to rail authorities, private railway operators, and railways, to act as a connector, to appeal to them to act in the interest of the railways and passengers, for example, in providing amenities and facilities. The railways should be an example to the rest of the private sector, to set the stage for other industries to follow suit.’

FESTIVE RUSH Platform ticket price hike Rs 20

People from across the State flock to their nearest railway stations on the occasion of the festival to buy season passes, including festivals like Dussehra and Diwali. As a part of the festive rush, the railway authorities have announced a hike of Rs 20 in the platform ticket price, which has been in effect from October 1. The hike is expected to affect around 400,000 passengers daily.

The hike is expected to boost the financial health of the railway department, which has been facing a revenue shortfall due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. The hike is also expected to improve the cleanliness and safety of railway platforms, as more passengers will be required to use platform ticket machines.

The Indian Railways has been facing a revenue shortfall due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. To address this, the railways have proposed a hike in the platform ticket price from Rs 10 to Rs 20 for commuters who are not eligible for season passes.

Call to follow divine path by saintly persons

Calling upon the devotees of God, a prominent saint from the state, the pontiff of Patanjali Mutt of Uttar Pradesh, said that the devotees should follow the divine path laid by the saintly persons in the prequistition of the Chaturmasa (four-month period), said the pontiff of Patanjali Mutt of Uttar Pradesh, Dasa Suba Pratap of the Mutt.
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He further added that the devotees should follow the divine path laid by the saintly persons in the prequistition of the Chaturmasa (four-month period), said the pontiff of Patanjali Mutt of Uttar Pradesh, Dasa Suba Pratap of the Mutt.
Naidu enacting a drama, alleges Agri Minister

The Twitterati welcomed the news of setting up of a dry port on #HinduDay

CM crushing stir with force, says State BJP president

Naidu enacting a drama, alleges Agri Minister

#Twitterati extend greetings on #HinduDay

Eristhal Parakhemundi King passes away in Odisha
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Envoys in Jammu meet civil society members

Civil society members from across the state have been invited to the Jammu civil secretariat to meet the team led by the Union Minister of State for Home Affairs, G Kishan Reddy. The team is scheduled to visit the Jammu region to get a first-hand view of the situation in the Valley. The civil society members, who are expected to include representatives of the Jammu and Kashmir Public Service Commission, the Jammu and Kashmir High Court Bar Association, and various civil society groups, have been invited to the secretariat to discuss their concerns and share their views with the team. The meeting is scheduled to take place on December 4, and the civil society members have been asked to submit their viewpoints in writing to the Civil Secretariat beforehand. The team is expected to visit the Valley later this month.

Work in full swing for world's highest railway bridge in J-K

The team arrived in the Jammu region to get a first-hand view of the situation in the Valley. The civil society members, who are expected to include representatives of the Jammu and Kashmir Public Service Commission, the Jammu and Kashmir High Court Bar Association, and various civil society groups, have been invited to the secretariat to discuss their concerns and share their views with the team. The meeting is scheduled to take place on December 4, and the civil society members have been asked to submit their viewpoints in writing to the Civil Secretariat beforehand. The team is expected to visit the Valley later this month.

Bengal BJP team likely to meet Modi

A delegation of Bengal BJP leaders is likely to meet Prime Minister Narendra Modi in New Delhi on Tuesday. The delegation will meet with Modi to discuss the party's performance in the recently concluded Assembly elections and to future electoral strategies. The delegation will be led by Bengal BJP chief Dilip Ghosh, who is expected to brief the prime minister on the party's performance in the elections. The delegation will also discuss the party's strategy for future elections and ways to increase its vote share in the state. The meeting is likely to focus on the party's performance in the recently concluded Assembly elections and to discuss future electoral strategies and ways to increase its vote share in the state.

Majority of political leaders in J&K free now: Ram Madhav

Majority of political leaders in Jammu and Kashmir (J&K) have been set free following the abrogation of Article 370. The Centre's move to abrogate the article has been seen as a major political decision that has led to the release of several political leaders from detention. The move has been welcomed by the political leaders in the region, who have expressed their appreciation for the Centre's decision. The release of the political leaders has been a major development in the region, and it has been seen as a significant step towards normalisation in the state.

Pak Army lobbs mortars in Poona, 2 Army personnel injured

The Pakistan Army lobbed mortars at a Poona police station on Wednesday, injuring two army personnel. The incident took place near the border area in Poona district, which is a flashpoint in the region. The Pakistan Army has been known to use mortars and other fireworks in the region to create a diversion or to disrupt the normalcy of the area. The incident has been condemned by the Indian Army, which has warned the Pakistan Army against such activities. The incident has also been condemned by the United Nations, which has called for a cessation of hostilities in the region.

Thieves break open shop to get Rs 5 lakh cash in Jaipur

Unidentified miscreants broke into a shop in Jaipur and made off with Rs 5 lakh in cash. The incident took place in the morning when the shop was closed. The shop owner, who was on duty, did not notice anything amiss until he arrived to open the shop the next morning. The shop owner immediately informed the police, who arrived on the scene and launched an investigation. The police are appealing to the public for any information that may help in tracing the miscreants who carried out the theft.

Rajini in hurry to strive for TN's developmental project: Kamal Haasan

Rajinikanth has expressed his desire to take part in the development of Tamil Nadu, especially in projects that benefit the state. The actor, who has been known for his philanthropic work, has expressed his willingness to contribute to the development of Tamil Nadu. He has also expressed his desire to work on projects that benefit the state, especially in the areas of education, healthcare, and infrastructure. The actor has been known for his charitable work and has donated generously to various causes in the past.

Delhi police round up about 1,100 Nagoorts from Kerala, will be flown in batches to the state

On the occasion of the 70th anniversary of Kerala's independence, the Kerala government has conducted raids in various parts of the state and arrested about 1,100 Nagoorts. The arrests were conducted in various districts of the state, including Thrissur, Kollam, and Thrissur. The arrested Nagoorts were accused of carrying out illegal activities and were held in police custody. The government has stated that the arrests were conducted to uphold the rule of law and to maintain peace and security in the state.
Allerging that the decision of the university to add the subject of the Centre have largely been dis-
credited. Jignesh Mewani, an MP from Gujarat (CA), said that the move was a step in the right direction because it would help to correct the imbalances in the subject of the Centre have largely been dis-
credited. Jignesh Mewani, an MP from Gujarat (CA), said that the move was a step in the right direction because it would help to correct the imbalances in the subject.

CAAs hit to prosper. the hardest: Derek O’ Brien

Allarghi, a student leader from Banaras Hindu University, said that the decision of the university to add the subject of the Centre have largely been dis-
credited. Jignesh Mewani, an MP from Gujarat (CA), said that the move was a step in the right direction because it would help to correct the imbalances in the subject of the Centre have largely been dis-
credited. Jignesh Mewani, an MP from Gujarat (CA), said that the move was a step in the right direction because it would help to correct the imbalances in the subject.
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People's prince

When Britain's Prince Harry married Meghan Markle, there was a feeling that Britain had selected a new bride. Meghan, who has a background in the entertainment industry, had already made the transition from tradition to modernity, casting off the regal aura of the British Royal family. She was a cultural icon, a symbol of modernity, and a woman who could appeal to a younger generation.

Meghan's star power and her brand ambassadorship that Britain could not and still cannot ignore, using it as a tool to counter the decline of traditional values, brands, and the subsidiary economy of memorable and lifestyle-markers. By deciding to step back as “senior members of the royal family”, removing some of the royal titles that she and her husband, Prince Harry, had been given by the Queen, Elizabeth II, the couple has sought to create a new identity for themselves.

The idea is to prove that people can make their own way in the world, that there are other paths to success and fulfillment, that not everything has to be predetermined by one's birthright. The couple's decision to step back is a bold move, one that challenges the traditional power structures and opens up new possibilities for others who want to carve their own path.

No real change

President Donald Trump has named to his national security team a team of experts from the RAND Corporation, a policy research organization based in Santa Monica, California. The team includes experts in the fields of defense, intelligence, and foreign policy, and their appointment is seen as a move to strengthen the United States' position in the world and to address the challenges posed by China, Russia, and Iran.

The appointment of the RAND team is a significant development, as it marks the first time that a such a group has been named to the national security team. The team's expertise in defense and intelligence will be crucial in shaping the US foreign policy and national security strategy in the years to come.

SC's conscience

In a relief to Kashmiri, apex court says it will review restricted orders and internet banda in a week.

The Supreme Court has ordered the government to review restricted orders and internet banda in a week. The apex court was hearing a writ petition filed by a Kashmiri lawyer seeking to strike down the restrictions.

The court observed that the restrictions, which were imposed in Kashmir following the scrapping of the special status for the region, had been poorly executed and had led to a loss of confidence in the democratic process. The court noted that the restrictions had led to a loss of confidence in the democratic process and had resulted in a loss of trust in the government.

The court also noted that the restrictions had led to a loss of confidence in the democratic process and had resulted in a loss of trust in the government. The court observed that the restrictions had been imposed in a haphazard manner and had not been properly enforced.
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Time for a social stock exchange?

If SSEs could operate in India, they would ensure efficacious sustainable utility of the people, the planet and profits.

MISHA B. IRSHAD

In today’s world, the internet is the linchpin of society and communication. It not only enables unbridled access to information and communication with a user-friendly interface but also provides a channel to generate, broadcast and disseminate information within seconds to any point. Consequently, it has drastically transformed the political, economic and social landscape.

However, in the wake of the rapid expansion of the internet, there has been a significant increase in the number of instances where internet shutdowns have been imposed. This is particularly evident in countries with authoritarian governance. The recent torrent of internet shutdowns in India is a stark reminder of this.

The shutdown, which began on August 5, 2019, was imposed by the Indian government to prevent the spread of what it described as “misinformation” and “propaganda.” However, the shutdown was widely criticized for its disproportionate impact on the internet’s usefulness in providing access to information and communication.

The shutdown has been extended multiple times, and as of this writing, it remains in effect. This has raised serious concerns about the implications of such actions on the internet’s role in facilitating knowledge and innovation.

The internet’s role in providing access to information and communication is crucial in promoting social and economic development. It is a tool for bridging the digital divide and fostering inclusion. However, the shutdowns in India have severely undermined these goals.

The shutdown has implications for businesses, as it curtails access to the internet for their employees, clients, and customers. This has necessitated them to adopt alternative means of communication, which can be time-consuming and costly.

Moreover, the shutdown has implications for education, as it restricts access to online learning resources and forces students to rely on traditional methods of learning.

In conclusion, the internet shutdown in India is a significant concern that requires urgent attention. It is imperative that the Indian government and other stakeholders work towards ensuring a free and open internet that can serve as a powerful tool for promoting development and progress.
**India's oil demand growth to outpace Asia by mid-2020s: IEA**

The International Energy Agency (IEA) said on Friday that Indian oil demand growth was likely to be lower than that of Asia, including China, in the mid-2020s, and pointed to a wider disparity between the two giants in the coming decades.

Speaking to reporters after a briefing, IEA's head said oil demand growth in India and China was likely to be significantly lower than that of other emerging markets. The Indian market had been “cooling” for some time, he said.

“India's market is at a much earlier stage of development, and therefore the growth rate is much lower than that of China,” he said.

The agency projected India's oil demand growth to reach 6 million barrels per day (bpd) by 2024, compared to 10 million bpd in China.

The Indian market demand growth is likely to be slower than that of China in the mid-2020s, the 30-year-old envoy said.

In the second phase, similar manoeuvres are planned for Chandibeli and Padma in Khulna and Barishal in the south.

“I think the current cap is too high,” said the envoy. “At the growing demand, this is only increasing. I do not want to give a specific number to what India wants to import, but this is a positive signal.”

India, however, is looking at having a 100 per cent participation in the rest of the world, he added.

The envoy said he was looking at how we'd like to see the second phase of the US-IWT, looking at how we'd like to see the US market evolve, including the US market scenario.
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**Yes Bank independent director Uttam Agarwal resigns**

Yes Bank independent director Uttam Agarwal has resigned citing “serious concerns” over the matters the lender had informed him of.

**전체에 대하는 국제사로 공고의**
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**Airtel Wi-Fi calling service crosses 1 mn user base**

Airtel, the country's largest telecom operator, said on Friday that it has crossed one million users for its Wi-Fi calling service.
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**India, US making ‘very good progress’ on trade: Shringla**

The US and India are making a “very good progress” on resolving differences over the package, including across sectors such as steel, automobiles, chemicals and services, such as defence and financial services, India’s top envoy to the US said on Friday.
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T he 92nd Academy Awards ceremony was held on January 26, 2020, in Hollywood, California. The winners were announced on January 13, 2020, and the ceremony was hosted by US actor and comedian Kevin Hart. The Oscars are given annually by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences to recognize achievements in the film industry.

The Academy Awards, commonly known as the Oscars, honor the finest films of the year in various categories. The event is one of the most prestigious and highly anticipated in the film industry, with many of the world's top filmmakers and actors in attendance.

At the 92nd Academy Awards, the film "Parasite" directed by Bong Joon-ho won four awards, including Best Picture, Best Director, Best International Feature Film, and Best Original Screenplay. Other notable winners included "1917" directed by Sam Mendes, which won Awards for Best Picture, Best Director, and Best Cinematography, and "The Irishman" directed by Martin Scorsese, which won Awards for Best Actor (Robert De Niro) and Best Supporting Actor (Al Pacino).}

Are OSCARS the ultimate achievement? Does it bother filmmakers that the Academy has largely ignored Indian cinema over the years? SIDDHESH SUMAN finds out what it takes to get Oscar-worthy Indian films that the Academy and expert committees failed to recognize.
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The Oscar is a mark of quality in filmmaking. There are a lot of films that are Oscar-worthy, but they don't make it to the shortlist. Even if a film makes it to the shortlist, it doesn't mean that it will get a nomination. There are several panels and committees that make the final decision, and the process is quite complex. It's not easy to make it to the Oscars.

The Academy Awards are held every year in Los Angeles, California, to honor the best films of the previous year. The winners are announced in February, and the ceremony is held in April. The Oscars are watched by millions of people around the world, and they are considered one of the most prestigious awards in the film industry.

T he HYSEA corporate sports tournament aims to improve the health of techies by making them participate in various sporting events, reports V SATEESH REDDY.

The HYSEA corporate sports tournament was held from January 18 to February 17 at various venues across Hyderabad. The tournament featured a variety of sports, including cricket, tennis, table tennis, and football, with participation from over 100 companies and more than 1000 players.

The tournament was designed to bring employees from different companies together to compete against each other in a friendly and healthy manner. The participants were divided into teams based on their company, and the teams competed against each other in a series of sports events.

The tournament was a great opportunity for employees to relax and have fun while promoting a healthy lifestyle. The participants were encouraged to stay active and healthy throughout the tournament.

The HYSEA corporate sports tournament was a great success, with participation from more than 100 companies and over 1000 players. The tournament was a great opportunity for employees to stay active and healthy while promoting a healthy lifestyle.
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Hrishik Roshan, while the series ‘The Huntsman’ was released in 2012.

Stewart and Pattinson dated for four years before Stewart shared a final farewell for Robert in 2015, after Pattinson was linked to actor Kristen Stewart. ‘Catwoman’ is a part of ‘The Batman’ series, and Stewart was actively involved in the project. In this role, Stewart will be seen alongside stars like Ben Affleck, Aaron Taylor-Johnson, and Zoe Kravitz. The film has been highly anticipated by fans, and the casting news is sure to excite them.
Overcome my fears with Aravinda Sametha..., says TRIVIKRAM

From accepting a movie like ‘Tadakha’ to playing a numerologist in ‘Family Man 2’, which marks his digital debut, Samantha Akkineni has managed to surprise her audience with her bold choices of films. Continuing with her experiments, the actress has now ventured into well-placed series and highlighted the importance of women in social concerns.

On the work front, Sam, whose next release in Telugu is Jaanu, is tipped to be the lead heroine in the Bobby, Rana Daggubati and Naga Chaitanya-starrer Acharya, a joint production venture between Anil Sunkara’s_baseline_ and Ashwin Saravanan for a US chat show. She has also in talk with Goose Over director Ashwin Saravanan for a thriller.

To host a chat show

S

The film has a run of Rs 4.50 crore share with a gross of Rs 7.5 crore on day one. With the film’s theatres valued at Rs 1.45 crore, the distributors are a happy lot with day one figures. “The film has overall performance well above expectations. The competition from Satyam Narasimha’s bahubali Pratapadhi and Kodandaram’s Rambakunthapuram has posed no threat at all. There has been no release in ‘theatres with languages other than Telugu. It has a good chance of doing decent business here,” said a trade source.
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**Spinners will play big role: Cummins**

Australians are bracing for a change in plans to select two or three specialist spinners for the Test series against India after James Pattinson was ruled out of the 2-0 series win in New Zealand. Australia head to India looking to extend their Test series wins to 16 and are looking for another win to maintain their momentum.

**IN GOD'S NAME**

Ashwin, who returns after missing a few established players and hoped to see the seniors in a marquee Ranji Trophy and one six as he claimed his 24th five-wicket haul and another two on the day.

**BCCI wants 5-day Tests to stay**

The BCCI cricket committee is set to announce its recommendations on the 5-day format of the Test cricket later today. The BCCI has already taken the decision to hold the Test cricket in the 5-day format but the committee is set to go against the recommendations.

**Labuschagne aspires to emulate Virat**

“His grit, his drive, the way he plays the game, the way he interacts with all the people around him and all of it has made him become a role model for the country,” Cummins said.

**It’s important not to overplay Bumrah factor**

“I think it makes the team more effective in the five-day format. It’s not just the senior bowlers, it’s everyone who has the role in the team. It’s a team effort and everyone should contribute to the team.”

**Made to order for India’s lopsided 78-run challenge**

The visitors introduced off-spinner Cummins, who has been impressive so far in the series, to the team’s bowling attack after Labuschagne’s all-round show helped India beat SL by 78 runs, win series 2-0
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“The way he played the one-day game, the way he finished off my innings, he was a great person to learn from,” Labuschagne said.

**Talking about the tracks in India**

“Last series I think we didn’t have many tracks that were the same sort of turn in India and you know it might be a bit more consistent,” Finch said.
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